Albuquerque, New Mexico
Facility Overview

What we do in Albuquerque
In Albuquerque we manufacture underground cable connections and accessories for the electrical distribution grid as well as fault circuit indicators and current sensors. Our industry-leading Elastimold and Fisher Pierce products are used to connect, ground, splice, terminate, and protect underground power cables.

Who we serve
Products manufactured in Albuquerque are integral connective pieces of a resilient power grid. Found in underground power line systems in neighborhoods across the U.S., our products are primarily used by electric utility companies to deliver reliable power to homes and businesses.

ABB in the U.S.
ABB is a pioneering technology leader that works closely with utility, industry, transportation and infrastructure customers to write the future of industrial digitalization, increasing productivity and boosting efficiency.

Contact info
Facility David Jaramillo
david.jaramillo@tnb.com | +1 505 833 2637
Government Relations Asaf Nagler
asaf.nagler@us.abb.com | +1 202 638 1256
Media Melissa London
melissa.london@us.abb.com | +1 919 829 4431
Website /new.abb.com/low-voltage/products/cable-accessories-and-apparatus

Location
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Operational since 1973

Number of employees
450
Offering
Electrical Connectors & Accessories

~ 60 manufacturing or assembly sites
> $14b invested since 2010

24,000 ABB employees
9 Major R&D centers